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동  단일 버퍼링 기법을 용한 스마트 HLS의 채 변경 분석☆

Channel Transition Analysis of Smart HLS with Dynamic Single Buffering 
Scheme
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요    약

본 논문에서는 OTT(Over The Top)가 채 상태에 따라 동 으로 최 화함으로서, 최고의 비디오 비트율(bit-rate)로 송하기 한 

스마트 HLS(HTTP Live Stream) 랫폼을 제안하 다. HLS 랫폼은 스마트 OTT가 채 변경 시간을 최 화도록 HLS 서버와 OTT 클라이언

트 사이의 역폭을 모니터링 한다. 이를 해 다  비트율과 정한 역폭으로 비디오 스트림을 조정하도록 설계되었다. 제안한 
스마트 OTT는 최 의 비트율로 버퍼링을 함으로서 라이 와 VOD(Video On Demand)비디오를 재생할 수 있다. 

이러한 HLS 랫폼은 세그먼트 형식의 H.265 MPEG-2 TS(Transport Stream) 비디오와 련 정보를 담고 있는 m3u8 일과  스마트 

OTT가 연동한다. 이로서 설계한 단일 버퍼링 기반의 스마트 OTT는 동작 인 채  역폭 효율과 복호화된 VOD에 한 응  비트
율을 활용함으로서 역폭이 허용하는 최 의 데이터를 버퍼링으로 최 의 비디오를 송할 수 있다

☞ 주제어 : HLS(HTTP Live Stream), 단일 버퍼링, 비디오 비트율, 역폭 조 기, 다  세션

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a smart HLS(HTTP Live Stream) platform with dynamic single buffering for the best transmission of adaptive 

video bit-rates. This smart HLS can optimizes the channel transition zapping-time with the monitoring of bandwidth between HLS server 

and OTT(Over The Top) client. This platform is designed through the control of video stream due to proper multi-bitrates and 

bandwidths. This proposed OTT can decode the live and VOD(Video On Demand) videos with the buffering of optimumal bitrate. And, 

the HLS can be cooperated with a smart OTT, and segmented for the m3u8 files of H.265 MPEG-2 TS(Transport Stream) videos. 

As a resullt, this single buffer based smart OTT can transmit optimal videos with the maximum data buffering according to the 

adaptive bit-rate depending on the network bandwidth efficiency and the decoded VOD video, too.

☞ keyword : HLS(HTTP Live Stream), single buffering, video bitrate, bandwidth resolution, multi-session

1. Introduction 

IP broadcasts are separated by IPTV services using the 

managed network and OTT (Over The Top) services using an 

unmanaged network. Adaptive buffering technique is very 

important to reduce the channel disconnection and improve 

channel zapping speed at OTT client using unmanaged network 

which is not guaranteed QoS(Quality of Service) [1]. 
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Streaming transmission of OTT is HTTP(Hyper Text 

Transfer Protocol), RTP(Real-time Transport Protocol), 

RTSP(Real Time Streaming Protocol). HTTP transmission  is 

used for the OTT services, because HTTP ensures the  transfer 

of all data packets that are sent to destination [2]. 

Media transport protocol based on the HTTP transmission 

scheme has the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) -DASH 

(Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP), and HLS (HTTP 

Live Streaming) with dynamic single buffering[3]. 

HLS streaming is designed to transmit audio and video based 

on general web server to iOS based on mobile devices, 

android-based mobile devices with adaptive video bit rates [4]. 

In this paper, we present dynamic single buffering to shorten 

the zapping time of channels, as a result of optimizing buffering 

algorithms based on adaptive bandwidth.
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2. Analysis of HTTP Live Streaming

HLS standard in 2009 is made to solve the problem of 

delivering video to mobile devices over varying bandwidths  

using adaptive streaming with adaptive bit-rate video delivery 

for the dynamic bit-rate optimization of stream buffering, and 

for the channel surfing based on smart OTT [5].

 

Fig. 1. Adaptive HTTP streaming with dynamic bitrate

2.1 Overlaying hybrid IPTV and smart OTT

For reducing the zapping time of HLS for smart OTT, 

dynamic bitrate optimization can still be challenging, if many 

different encoding profiles are required. But, even for a smaller 

standalone OTT deployment, flexibility is required in the 

encoding solution of HLS-server and OTT-client [6].

Fig. 2. Design of smart OTT with channel-changing 

2.2 Zapping time analysis of smart OTT

In traditional TV broadcast and cable technology, 

zapping(channel-changing) time is instantaneous since it only 

involves the TV receiver tuning to a specific carrier frequency, 

demodulating the content, and displaying it on the TV screen 

with smart OTT. 

When a user switches to a new channel, the STB(Set Top 

Box) has to issue a new channel request towards the network. 

Since video distribution is done via multicasting, this is 

translated into leave and join multicast requests. These are 

handled by a group management protocol IGMP (Internet Group 

Management Protocol) between HLS and OTT [7].

Fig. 3. IGMP analysis for HLS server/smart OTT

Many video services also employ content encryption, 

so the encryption keys must be acquired and provided 

to the decryption for decrypting the content, and this 

also adds to synchronization delay during transmission.

Fig. 4. Design of zapping(channel-changing) time

A key problem of HLS is that it is restricted to one 

DRM(Digital Right Management), and so is not likely to gain 

wider adoption in the OTT beyond Apple iOS. The following 

[table.1] summaries the main differences between the various 

ABR(Adaptive Bit Rate) solution[8].

Table 1. Analysis of difference among ABR solutions 
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2.3 Dynamic Bit-rate of smart OTT

In order to analyze the channel-changing time, we define 

the zapping time which is related to channel transition between 

STB tuner operation(OTT) and stream server-HLS streaming 

of video presentation. In Fig. 5, HLS based adaptive streaming 

mode is designed for the bit-rate optimization of smart OTT 

with media segments of m3u8 files of H.265 MPEG-2 TS [8].

Fig. 5 Design of HLS based adaptive streaming

For the dynamic bit-rate optimization, the analysis of zapping 

time is proposed with proxy in Fig. 6. There are three other 

reasons to buffer incoming of packets in the decoder of smart 

OTT like in Fig. 7 [8][9][10]. 

In Fig. 8, HTTP traffic is analyzed in Galaxy S4 with LTE-A 

using YouTube APP. During watching live video, contents are 

requested, and delivered with HLS and OTT, H.264 CODEC, 

and 5 second-chunk duration.

Fig. 6. Zapping analysis of smart OTT with proxy

Fig. 7. OTT decoding process of HTTP ABR 

streaming

Fig. 8. HTTP traffic analysis diagram with HLS/OTT

In Fig. 9, HTTP adaptive bit rate is analyzed from 64 

Kbps(itag 151) to 2.8Mbps (itag 95), and 758Kbps (itag 93), 

1.47Mbps (itag94) depending on the chunk quality of LTE-A 

and Wi-Fi for YouTube Live TV [12].

Fig. 9. HTTP analysis of  adaptive bit rate videoin 

Galaxy S4 with LTE-A using YouTube APP
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3. Design of Dynamic Single Buffering

Single buffering is designed for playing media without 

disconnection. One HTTP session is connected with HLS server, 

but this paper presents multiple session with allowed network 

bandwidth for seamless video transition without delay like Fig. 

10-12.

Fig. 10. Design of dynamic single buffering for   

seamless video transition without delay

Fig. 11. Flowchart design of dynamic single 

buffering 

Fig. 12. Protocol of dynamic single buffering

4. Simulation & Result Anaysis

In Fig. 13, HLS server and WiFi access point are connected 

with smart OTT device including OTT application like Table 

2 for the analysis of zapping time based on an OTT client from 

smart HLS [13-15].

Table. 2. Spec. of simulation environment 

Fig. 13. Experimental analysis of zapping time
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Table. 3. Zapping analysis of channel transition 

In Fig. 13, zapping time(channel #1 to #2, channel #2 to 

#3, and channel #3 to #1) is analyzed by changing of network 

bandwidth which is from 1Mbps to 100Mbps with fixed video 

rate(6Mbps) from Tcs.

Fig.14. Zapping time analysis for single buffering

4. Conclusions

In this paper, channel zapping time is significantly reduced 

with dynamic single buffering according to network bandwidth 

and video bit-rate with canning through different television 

channels to find something interesting to watch, and the number 

of buffering is reduced with media transfer to others in seamless 

video transition without delays.

As a result, this smart HLS platform with OTT will be useful 

in 4K and 8K systems which have high quality of video 

resolution with dynamic buffering depending on the channel 

condition for the wide availability of the remote control for 

the future. 
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